Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) has an ability to present concentration distributions in two-phase dielectric processes and has been deployed in visualisation of flow patterns, e.g. in circulating fluidised beds [1, 2] and pneumatic conveyors [3, 4] . Over the past few years, image quality and measurement accuracy of ECT have been improved significantly. For example, in a recent experimental investigation the difference between the results obtained from an ECT system and pressure measurements is below 3% under certain conditions [5] .
In the past, all ECT systems have been designed for use with circular sensors, normally having 6, 8, 12 up to 16 electrodes. A large number of industrial applications, however, involve square or rectangular geometry, such as most industrial boilers and circulating fluidised beds in thermal engineering. This paper reports, for the first time, the feasibility of ECT with a square sensor.
SENSOR STRUCTURE
The sensor is depicted in Fig.1 . It consists of 12 measurement electrodes, a plastic frame and a copper shielding. The electrodes of 10 cm in length are mounted onto the outer surface of the plastic frame with 2 mm spacing between neighbouring electrodes. The cross section of the copper shielding is 80 by 80 mm. The inside dimensions of the plastic frame are 60 by 60 mm. The thickness of the plastic frame is 2 mm. 
GENERATION OF SENSITIVITY MAPS
Sensitivity distributions of a sensor, which are called sensitivity maps, are essential for image reconstruction. In the linear back-projection (LBP) algorithm, for example, an image is obtained by superimposing all sensitivity maps together using capacitance measurements as weighting factors. Although sensitivity maps can be experimentally measured [6] , in most cases they are generated from numerical solutions of the Laplace equation. For electrical fields, it is
where, φ is the potential distribution. Because it is difficult to find analytical solutions of the equation, finite element methods (FEM) are often utilised to solve this problem [7] . Due to the feature of the square sensor, finite difference methods (FDM) seem more suitable than FEM for solving the equation [8, 9] . For the sensor shown in Fig.1 , the sensing domain is divided into 160 by 160 square mesh grids and central differencing scheme is used. The procedures are summarised as follows.
One electrode is set a voltage as a source electrode and the remaining electrodes are kept at the earth potential. For a typical internal grid point as shown in Fig.2 , its value is determined by φ φ
Fig.2 A typical internal grid point
An iterative approach is used to solve the potentials over the whole domain. For the 12-electrode sensor, 12 potential distributions are obtained. Fig.3 shows two typical potential distributions when electrode 1 and electrode 2 are energised, respectively. The sensitivity of electrode pair i-j at a spatial location (x, y) is calculated by dot-multiplying the two electric fields.
where, E i (x,y) is the electric field distribution when electrode i is the source electrode with an exitation voltage V i applied, while other electrodes remain at the earth potential, and P(x,y) is the area of the pixel at (x,y). 
IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

Linear back-projection
LBP is a simple image reconstruction algorithm and has commonly been used in ECT with circular sensors. For the 12-electrode square sensor, it takes the same format as the circular sensors. 
Iterative algorithm
To obtain high-quality images, iterative methods have to be used to overcome non-linear problems caused by electric field distortion. An LBP-based iterative algorithm has recently been developed at UMIST and has been used for ECT with circular sensors successfully. Its principle is illustrated in Fig.5 [10] . This algorithm is chosen for image reconstruction with the square sensor. An initial image G k is obtained using the LBP algorithm as shown in equation (4) . The estimated capacitance vector D k is obtained The error vector Q k is used to reconstruct an error image using the LBP algorithm. The error image is added to the current image and then constrained to get a modified image G k+1 .
The mathematical expression of the algorithm is as follows.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The two algorithms discussed above, LBP and iterative, have been implemented using the MATLAB. Experiments were carried out using an ECT system to evaluate the square sensor performance and to investigate the efficiency of iterative image reconstruction. The sensor was calibrated by air (ε r = 1.0) and plastic pellets (ε r = 2.0) as the lower and higher permittivity materials. It was then tested with plastic pellets and plastic rods (ε r = 2.5). Fig.6 shows some images without iterations: (1) horizontally half-filled with plastic pellets, (2) diagonally half-filled with plastic [pellets, and (3) a round plastic rod in the centre. Fig.7 shows another set of images for three circular rods placed in the imaging area, one without iterations and another with 10 iterations. Obviously the image produced by LBP only shows a blurred area, but not three objects. In contrast, the image produced by the iterative algorithm shows three objects clearly. This indicates significant improvement by iterations. 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Some industrial applications require square sensors, such as circulating fluidised beds. The sensitivity distributions of a square sensor can be calculated using FDM which is easier to be implemented than FEM. Once sensitivity maps have been obtained, images can be reconstructed using MATLAB with easy. The iterative algorithm based on LFP and LBP has demonstrated very good performance.
Many experimental results show that the quality of image from the square sensor is better than that from a circular sensor. As can be seen in Fig.4 , the sensitivity distributions of the square sensor are more uniform between two sensing electrodes, than those of a circular sensor. It is believed that the sensitivity in the centre (the weakest area) of a square sensor is higher than that of a circular sensor, and hence a square sensor can provide better image resolution than a circular sensor.
For a square sensor to be used in a real-size industrial fluidised bed, it is necessary to cope with a large scale, say 2 by 2 meters. A difficulty with this is that the current ECT system would not be appropriate for so long shielding cables. This problem will be addressed in the near future.
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